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Logistics

- Not mandatory
  - Gives warm fuzzy that it is implementable
  - We had one in San Diego
    - Old protocol
- Planned for about a week before Stockholm
  - ~July/2009
    - We are going to present results in Stockholm
- Hosted by University of Patras (Greece)
- End result will be an implementation report
Scope: Protocol

- We want this first interop to be basic protocol test
  - We may in the future have something more complex
- Multiple implementations
  - One CE at a time
  - One or more FEs
- TML: SCTP
- How far to go into the protocol?
  - Association setup/teardown MUST
Scope: Model

- Manipulation of FEPO and FEO sufficient?
  - How much to exercise?
- Create a dummy LFB that exercises the different semantics of model (and protocol)?
- Create a series of LFBs representing real world application
Next Steps

• Need to find out who has an implementation and is willing to attend
  – Remote CE/FE also welcome

• Need draft that defines the interop testing
  – Version 0 after IETF 73
  – We have 2 volunteers at the moment
    • More welcome